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Abstract
The user authentication and access control procedures for data stored on a cloud server encountered numerous security risks and concerns. Because critical company data should only be accessible by authorized workers, enhancing cloud security with static IP approaches is more beneficial. Even though the cloud providers maintain many security mechanisms, still the level of security should be raised by them due to lot of intruders who want to break their security mechanism. An encryption method is frequently used in most servers’ security mechanisms. In this security mechanism, data in the cloud server may be stolen and misused. Security mechanisms using static IP addresses are another method for data security in cloud security. This paper explains that the static IP address security mechanism is better and more goal-oriented than that of earlier security systems.
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Introduction
Cloud enterprises may take advantage of cost-effectiveness, scalability, and flexibility. The security of data stored on cloud servers is still a significant issue, though the increasing number of security threats and breaches has highlighted the need for robust user authentication and access to control mechanisms. Misconfiguration and malevolent common cloud security concerns. To protect sensitive corporate data in the cloud, adopting effective security measures that restrict access to only authorized people is critical. User authentication is an important aspect of cloud security. It validates a user’s identification when seeking to access a network or computational resource. Password-based authentication all ways of user authentication. Because of these protections, there is a reduced chance of illegal access and data breaches because only authorized users can access cloud services. Traditional user authentication methods, on the other hand, have limitations and may not offer effective security against sophisticated assaults. Another critical feature of cloud security is access control. It governs who or what can access or use resources in a computer environment.

Good access control strategies guarantee that only individuals with permission can view particular information or carry out particular tasks. Traditional access control systems, on the other hand, have limits. Additionally, misconfigurations or insider threats can compromise the integrity and confidentiality of data. For example, they may not provide sufficient visibility over data flows, making identifying potential risks and vulnerabilities difficult.

Every Internet device has its unique IP address. The IP protocol in the routers reads the IP address specified in the data packets and directs to a destination IP address. If a user hosts a computer as a web server, the rest of the machines on the internet should be able to identify its IP address.

Static IP
Other computers’ servers use the machine’s static IP address to locate it. Internet service providers (ISPs) provide unique static IP addresses to every system that requires one. The ISP has agreed that the provided static IP address should not be utilized in more than one location. If they violate this agreement, the subscription will be raised. IPv4 or IPv6 static IP addresses are supported. In IPv4, all machines are not required to have a unique address. However, in IPv6, all machines are required to have a unique address.

Dynamic IP
However, each device within the hotel uses a dynamic address. Similarly, in a business network, individual devices
such as smartphones, streaming media players, tablets, and so on use dynamic addresses provided by the user network router.

**Literature Survey**

Mohamed Aslam J and Dr. Mohan Kumar K. (2022) explained numerous additional types of attacks, such as malware, phishing, and data theft, that always occur on cloud storage. This article looks at the percentage of various attacks and the damages they generate, and it finds that the most frequent type of attack is a data breach.

Mohamed Aslam J and Dr. Mohan Kumar K. (2022) discussed the encryption method prior to transferring data to cloud storage. This tactic can help reduce data leaks to some level. This study provides an appropriate client-side encryption method that improves cloud storage data security.

Mohamed Aslam J and Dr. Mohan Kumar K. (2022) evaluated cloud computing data kept on a remote server, raises a number of security risks and threat issues related to access control and user authentication. The latest biometric technology offers quick and easy authentication; it is unique. This study shows that biometric systems are more beneficial and goal-oriented than earlier recognition systems that relied on conjecture.

Mohamed Aslam J and Dr. Mohan Kumar K. (2023) discussed many security flaws and dangerous issues in the user authentication and access control mechanisms were found in the data kept on a cloud server. Because only authorized individuals should be able to access important corporate data, protecting it in the cloud is more valuable. Generally, security solutions employ encryption techniques. Another way to incorporate security features in cloud servers is through MAC addresses.

Raja Selvaraj and Manikandasaran S. Sundaram (2023) explained the cloud is the underpinning technology for all modern IT paradigms. Numerous programs run and save their data in the cloud. Businesses are interested in migrating their servers and data to the cloud to reap its benefits. Data security breaches are possible in the cloud due to its open, dispersed network architecture.

Sheena Edavalath and Manikandasaran S. Sundaram (2023) explained advantages such as utility service, on-demand service, portability, and flexibility make cloud computing appealing. The article presents an efficient cost-based resource allocation (ECRA) approach and framework to increase the efficiency and usability of resource allocation in heterogeneous cloud environments. No centralized resource allocation manager (CRAM) in a heterogeneous cloud can obtain all requested resources from a single counter. Resources are allocated via a cost-based mechanism.

Sheena Edavalath and Manikandasaran S. Sundaram (2023) explained, as previously, that the cloud is an intelligent technology that provides individuals with the services they have requested. It offers users an endless amount of benefits. Many small and medium-sized enterprises use cloud computing to establish and grow their operations. The users received the services after the requested resources were assigned. One of the most critical cloud duties is allocating resources efficiently and effectively.

Vani. K and Sujatha S. (2023) discussed The goal of this study is to systematize fault tolerance proposals, which will lead to a survey and the creation of a guided consultation environment for reading the relevant techniques for each case while also taking into account the variety of cloud computing environments and suggested approaches for treating fault tolerance in such environments. Systematizing suggested solutions aims to create a document that cloud computing system managers can use.

**Materials and Methods**

Traditional security mechanisms, such as data encryption, are commonly used to protect data stored on cloud servers. While encryption can provide a high level of security, it may not be enough to prevent data theft or misuse. Data in the cloud server can still be stolen and misused if the encryption keys are compromised or if the encryption algorithm is weak. Moreover, encryption does not address other security concerns, such as unauthorized access or misconfigurations. Therefore, there is a need for additional security measures that can complement existing encryption methods and enhance overall cloud security. One such security mechanism that can enhance cloud security is using static IP addresses with proper security measures in place. A static IP address can be as secure as a dynamic one.

The methodology for configuring a static IP address on a Windows 10 device is as follows:

- Open the settings window.
- Click on internet and network.
- Depending on your network connection, choose ethernet or Wi-Fi.
- In the local area connection section, choose properties.
- Select under IP assignment to make a change.
- Select manually enable the IPv4 button and enter the IP address.
- Enter the corresponding ISP’s IP address, subnet mask, and default gateway.
- Select on save.

Three phases are recommended for system installation.

**Registration of a New User**

Figure 1 shows the process of creating a user of a new account is the first step. The user needs to enter their mobile number, email address, and name. After checking the information in the database, an OTP is issued to the user's cell phone. The user's account is created if the OTP is entered correctly. The user enters their mobile number, email address, and name.
The system checks the database to see if the user already exists.
- The system sends an OTP to their mobile number if the user does not exist.
- The user enters the OTP and sets a password.
- The database stores the user’s information.

**Assigning Static IP to the Monitoring System**

Figure 2 shows the second phase involves assigning a static IP address to a computer. The user must enter their username and password, and then an OTP is sent to their email address. If the OTP is entered correctly, the user is allowed to enter the static IP addresses of the computers they want to monitor.
- The user accesses the system.
- The system sends an OTP to their mobile number.
- The user inputs the OTP and confirms the number of computers to which static IP addresses must be assigned.
- The user enters each computer’s static IP address.
- The static IP addresses are stored in the database.

**Login Page for Those Who have Already Registered**

Figure 3 shows the login page for already-registered users is the third phase. After users input their password and username, the system compares their static IP address with the database. The user can log in if the IP addresses match. The user’s access is refused otherwise.
- The user logs in to the system.
- The system checks the database to see if the user’s static IP address matches the one they are currently using.
- If the IP addresses match, the user is allowed to continue.
- If the IP addresses do not match, the user is denied access.

The following are some of the benefits of using a static IP address:
- It provides a consistent IP address for a computer, which can be helpful for troubleshooting network problems.
- It can be used to set up port forwarding, which allows specific applications to be accessed from the internet.
- It can be used to set up a static DNS server, improving web browsing performance.

The following are some of the disadvantages of utilizing a static IP address:
- The static IP address will no longer be valid if the computer is moved to a different network.
- The computer may not receive a dynamic IP address if the DHCP server is down.

---

**Figure 1:** The new user registration flow diagram

**Figure 2:** The flow diagram of static IP assigning

**Figure 3:** The flow diagram of existing registered users
Overall, the benefits of using a static IP address outweigh the drawbacks. However, before selecting whether or not to utilize a static IP address for a particular computer, evaluate the pros and cons. This system prevents unauthorized access by requiring users to enter their static IP address when they log in. This ensures that only users granted access to the system can actually use it. This proposed system prevents unauthorized access to the monitoring system by requiring users to enter their static IP address when they log in. This ensures that only users to whom the system has assigned a static IP address can access it.

**Results**

Implementing the static IP address security mechanism involves assigning static IP addresses to authorized users or devices and configuring the cloud infrastructure to allow access only from those IP addresses. Only users with the designated static IP addresses can access the cloud resources. Monitoring and logging mechanisms can also be implemented to track and detect unauthorized access attempts or suspicious actions. Being proactive reduces the likelihood of data breaches and strengthens the cloud environment’s overall security posture. User authentication plays a pivotal role in ensuring the security of cloud resources. While traditional user authentication methods have limitations, using static IP addresses can enhance the authentication process and provide an additional layer of protection. Assigning static IP addresses to VPN users using identity service engine (ISE), for example, can streamline the authentication process and ensure that only authorized users with designated IP addresses can access the cloud resources. Static IP addresses offer several advantages in terms of user authentication. Firstly, they provide fast connections, allowing efficient and seamless access to cloud resources. Secondly, static IP addresses simplify remote access, as the designated IP address can serve as a unique identifier for authorized users. This eliminates the need for complex authentication procedures and reduces the risk of unauthorized access. Static IP addresses offer enhanced stability as they remain constant over time. This stability ensures that the authentication process is reliable and consistent, further enhancing the security of cloud resources.

Furthermore, using static IP addresses for user authentication can provide increased manual oversight and control. Organizations can easily track and monitor user activity by associating specific users with static IP addresses. This allows for better visibility and detection of any unauthorized access attempts or suspicious activities. The use of static IP addresses in user authentication is a proactive approach that strengthens the overall security posture of the cloud environment.

The sign-up page (Figure 4) is clear and concise, and the instructions are easy to follow. The user must enter name, email address, and other necessary data.

The user name already exists page (Figure 5) and the email ID already exists page (Figure 6) are informative and helpful. They let the user know that their username or email address is already in the database, and they provide instructions on how to proceed.

The OTP registration page for new users (Figure 7) and the creation of a new password page (Figure 8) are also clear and concise. They provide clear instructions on how to enter the OTP and create a new password.

The new user registration page (Figure 9) is a good summary of the user registration process. It shows the user the information they have entered and provides a link to the login page.
Enter the address of the static IP user details page (Figure 12), which is informative and helpful. It provides clear instructions on entering the number of users who have registered the MAC address and a link to the next page.

The enter the static IP address details page (Figure 13) is clear and concise. It provides clear instructions on how to enter the static IP address details, and it provides a link to the next page.

The static IP addresses stored conformation page (Figure 14) summarizes the static IP address assignment process well. It shows the user the static IP addresses that they have entered, and it provides a link to the login page.

The sign-in page for static IP Address assigning (Figure 10) is clear and concise. It provides clear instructions on how to enter the OTP and assign a static IP address.

The OTP Registration page for static IP address assigning (Figure 11) is also clear and concise. It provides clear instructions on how to enter the OTP and assign a static IP address.

Enter the address of the static IP user details page (Figure 12), which is informative and helpful. It provides clear instructions on entering the number of users who have registered the MAC address and a link to the next page.

The enter the static IP address details page (Figure 13) is clear and concise. It provides clear instructions on how to enter the static IP address details, and it provides a link to the next page.

The static IP addresses stored conformation page (Figure 14) summarizes the static IP address assignment process well. It shows the user the static IP addresses that they have entered, and it provides a link to the login page.
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The page of accessing allowed (Figure 17) is informative and helpful. It lets the user know they have been granted access to the system and provides a link to the main page.

The page of access denied (Figure 18) is also informative and helpful. It lets the user know that they have been denied access to the system and provides instructions on how to proceed.

Discussion and Analysis of Performance

The table provided shows the analysis of performance of several authentication methods. The methods are ranked in order of their success rate, with static IP authentication being the most successful and user name and password being the least successful. The following are some of the risks associated with each method:

User Name and Password
This method is the least secure, as it is susceptible to brute-force attacks and password spraying.

One Time Password
This method is more secure than user name and password but can be vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks.

Biometric Authentication
This method is very secure, but it can be expensive to implement.

The sign-in page for existing user (Figure 15) is clear and concise. It provides clear instructions on how to enter the username and email address, and it provides a link to the next page.

The page where existing users register for OTP (Figure 16) is also clear and concise. It provides clear instructions on how to enter the OTP and login to the system.
This method is relatively secure but can be vulnerable to phishing attacks.

MAC Address Authentication
This method is more secure than URL authentication, but it can be difficult to implement.

Static IP Authentication
This method is the most secure, as attackers find it very difficult to spoof a static IP address.

The success rate of each method is also affected by the number of user attempts. For example, if there are only a few user attempts, then a less secure method may still be successful. However, if there are a large number of user attempts, then a more secure method is more likely to be successful. Overall, the table shows that static IP authentication is the most secure method for authentication. However, it is important to note that no method is entirely secure. Consequently, to safeguard the systems, it is critical to deploy various security methods. Some further ideas on the table are as follows:

- The success rate of each method is based on a simulated attack. In a real-world attack, the success rate may be different.
- The number of user attempts is also a factor in the success rate. In a real-world attack, the attacker may try multiple methods or increase the number of user attempts.

The table does not show the cost of implementing each method. The cost of implementation is also a factor to consider when choosing a security method.

The performance analysis of several techniques utilizing the online cloud-sim simulator is displayed in Table 1.

The performance analysis of Table 1 is graphically displayed in Figure 19.

Figure 19 shows the performance analysis of various authentication methods. The methods are ranked from least secure (User Name and Password) to most secure (Static IP Authentication). The figure shows that the success rate of users who use user name and password is only 52%. This is because hackers easily guess weak or commonly used passwords. A one-time password (OTP) is more secure than User name and password, but it is still not foolproof. If the cloud buckets are misconfigured, hackers can still gain access to the system. Biometric authentication is more secure than OTP but is not as widely available. URL authentication is more secure than biometric authentication, but it is still not as secure as static IP authentication. MAC address authentication is more secure than URL authentication, but it is still not as secure as static IP authentication.

Static IP authentication is the most secure authentication method because it is difficult for hackers to spoof a static IP address.

The figure also shows the types of risks associated with each authentication method. For example, user name and password are associated with the risk of weak or commonly used passwords. OTP is associated with the risk of misconfigured cloud buckets. Biometric authentication is associated with the risk of missing multifactor authentication. URL authentication based is associated with the risk of poor access management. MAC address authentication is associated with the risk of misconfigured cloud security. Static IP authentication is associated with the risk of access management.

Overall, the table shows that static IP authentication is the most secure method of authentication. It is also the most difficult method for hackers to spoof. However, it is important to note that no method of authentication is 100% secure. It is always important to take other security measures, such as using a firewall and antivirus software, to protect your system from unauthorized access.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Risk types</th>
<th>Entire count of user attempts</th>
<th>% of success rate of user</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>User name and password</td>
<td>Weak or commonly used passwords</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>One time password</td>
<td>Misconfigured cloud buckets</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>Bio-metric authentication</td>
<td>Missing multifactor authentication</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>URL authentication based</td>
<td>Poor access management</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>Mac address authentication</td>
<td>Misconfigured cloud security</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>Static IP authentication</td>
<td>Access management</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Limitations
While static IP addresses can improve cloud security, issues and restrictions remain to be considered. One of the most challenging difficulties is updating the static IP address during a hacking incident. Once a static IP address is compromised, it becomes vulnerable to persistent attacks. This can be problematic as it limits the ability to respond quickly and mitigate security risks. Furthermore, an attacker can utilize a system with a static IP address as a springboard for other attacks if they can access it. Another limitation of static IP addresses is the potential for tracking and monitoring. Computers with static IP addresses are more accessible to trace than those with changeable IP addresses. This can concern organizations that prioritize privacy and want to prevent unauthorized surveillance or data collection.

Furthermore, managing static IP addresses can be challenging, especially in large-scale cloud environments. Assigning and maintaining static IP addresses for many users or devices can be time-consuming and complex. To ensure that each user or device is issued a unique static IP address that does not clash with existing addresses, meticulous planning and cooperation are required.

Moreover, the scalability of static IP address management becomes a concern as the number of users or devices increases. Despite these challenges and limitations, using static IP addresses in cloud security has proven effective in specific scenarios. Case studies showcasing successful implementations demonstrate the benefits of using static IP addresses. For example, organizations that restrict traffic to specific IP addresses at the firewall can leverage static IP addresses to enhance their security posture. This method provides fine-grained control over network traffic while reducing the risk of unauthorized access. Static IP addresses have several advantages over other cloud computing security solutions. They provide a more stable and reliable connection compared to dynamic IP addresses. This stability ensures consistent access to cloud resources and reduces the risk of disruptions.

Additionally, static IP addresses simplify remote access by serving as unique identifiers for authorized users. This eliminates the need for complex authentication procedures and enhances user experience. Looking toward the future, advancements in cloud security will continue to shape the effectiveness of static IP address security mechanisms. As software development evolves and programs are stored in locations other than the cloud, new approaches to security will emerge. Additionally, monitoring new cloud security trends and adopting best practices such as SDLC and DevSecOps will protect cloud environments from data breaches. The popularity and success of cloud computing will drive further advancements in information and communication technologies, leading to improvements in cloud security.

Conclusion
In conclusion, static IP addresses can significantly enhance cloud security by providing an additional layer of protection.

While there are challenges and limitations associated with static IP address security mechanisms, they can be mitigated through proper management and implementation.

Static IP addresses offer advantages such as stability, simplified remote access, and increased control over network traffic.

Organizations should evaluate the efficacy of static IP address security techniques as part of their overall security strategy as cloud computing expands.

By implementing stringent user authentication and access control procedures, organizations can enhance the security of their cloud resources and protect confidential information from misuse or illegal access.

Overall, the data indicates that static IP authentication is the most secure authentication method. It is also the most complicated way for hackers to spoof.

However, no authentication mechanism is entirely secure. You should always use additional security measures, such as a firewall and antivirus software to safeguard your system from unwanted access.
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